
 
 

Session 1  
 Global insights on the Arctic 
 
 
Chair 
  

Gustaf Lind  is the Swedish Ambassador for the Arctic. Doctor of International Law at 
Stockholm University, he led research on customary rules on international humanitarian law with the 
Red Cross (1997) and taught at the Swedish Defence National College (2004-2005). After working at 
the Foreign Office, on the Human Rights, he was appointed State Secretary at the Ministry of 
Migration in 2006. In 2008, he joined the Prime Minister Cabinet as Secretary of State for Foreign and 
EU Affairs and worked as G8 sherpa during the Swedish presidency of the EU. He is also a board 
member of the Swedish Section of the International Law Association and of the Swedish Helsinki 
Committee for Human Rights.  

 
Michel Rocard  is the first French ambassador for the Arctic and Antarctica, position created in 

2009. Michel Rocard, had among many political responsibilities, recently participated to the 
commission Poulard on educational reform (2007), he was also chair of a national commission on 
carbon tax and co-chaired, with Alain Juppé, a commission on the French stimulus package (2009). 
He was a leading member of European Parliament (1994-2009) and had been elected deputy at the 
National Assembly and senator. During François Mitterrand’s presidency, he served as Prime minister 
(1988-1991) and later as first secretary of the French Socialist Party (1993-1994). He is a member of 
Collegium International. He has participated to several publications on policy-reforms, climate change 
and environmental issues (preface of Frédéric Lasserre’s Les guerres de l’eau). 

 

Speakers 
 

Governing the Arctic 
Ole Samsing,  Special advisor to the Minister 

 
 The presentation intends to make it describe who is responsible in the Arctic, as we - as an 
Arctic country - has seen too many misunderstanding relating to the status of the area. The 
presentation also seeks to explain that everybody is welcome in the Arctic - as a guest. 
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Ole Samsing  is a senior official serving at the Ministry for Foreign Affairs for the Arctic and 
that entails generally Greenland Foreign Affairs matters, Arctic Council matters, international whaling 
issues and other arctic matters. 
 
Canada: Responding to Northerners’ Aspirations 
Alexandra Volkoff,  Ambassador of Canada to Sweden 
 

Alexandra Volkoff  is the current Ambassador of Canada in Sweden. BA Honours. She has 
spent most of her working life in the international field, mainly in the area of development cooperation. 
She has served in Beijing, Jakarta and Vienna. At headquarters she also spent time as CIDA’s Chief 
Information Officer, dealing with Informational Technology and Information Management. Prior to 
joining the public service, she worked as a journalist, in Canada for the Vancouver Sun and CBC 
Radio and Television, and in Iran, for the Tehran Journal and the National Iranian Radio and 
Television. She was Executive Director, International Affairs, Immigration and Defence with the 
Treasury Board Secretariat before becoming the Canadian Ambassador to Sweden. 

 
 
General overview of the Swedish Polar and Arctic Research 
Björn Dahlbäck , Head of the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat 

 
The task of the Swedish Polar Research Secretariat is to promote and co-ordinate Swedish 

polar research. This means e.g. to follow and plan research and development and to organise and 
lead research expeditions to the Arctic and Antarctic regions. 
  

Björn Dahlbäck  was appointed head of the Polar Research Secretariat in 2009. He served 
previously as the program manager of Mistra’s Marine Paint Program and has also a background in 
the field of polar research. He took part, as a microbiologist, to the field trip of the Swedish icebreaker 
Ymer in the Arctic in 1980. The Polar Research Secretariat is a government agency under the 
auspices of the Ministry of Education, with the mission to promote and provide services to Swedish 
Polar research. 
 
 
Arctic Energy Resource Development – Play of Expectations or Real Needs? 
Valeriy Krykov,  Deputy Director, Institute of Economics, Siberian Branch, Russian, 
Academy of Sciences 
 
 

The presentation will analyse of role of Arctic energy resources development in a context of 
changing hydrocarbons structure in a modern world. Their Role of Arctic energy resources cannot be 
properly explained without taking into consideration several tendencies. Most important among them 
are: resources nationalism in a main producing countries; fast developing of new energy sources (like 
tar sands, bitumen and shale gas), lack of options for TNC in terms of developing new big areas. 
Going debates over BP - Rosneft deal illustrates all these tendencies quite well. Russia has a lot of 
undeveloped field offshore and lack of experience in developing as offshore as deeper located 
sources. 

 
Valeriy Kryukov,  Doctor in. Sc (Economics) and Professor is at the Head of “Western 

Siberian Oil&Gas Complex Development” Department, at the Institute of Economics and Industrial 
Engineering, Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk. Valeriy Kryukov graduated as an 
Economist-Mathematician from the Novosibirsk State University. His spheres of research activities 
are: social-economic impact of hydrocarbons development on resources-based areas economy, 
mineral resource management; mineral sector structure especially in the period of formation of market 
oriented relations in the Russian economy. Valeriy Kryukov as an expert took part in preparing several 
laws as at the federal as at the regional level. Valeriy Kryukov occupies a chair position at the Higher 
School of Economics in Moscow – he is one of the founders of the first Russian MA programme on 
resource management. 
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The Russian Arctic: between challenges and fears 
Jean Radvanyi, Professor, INALCO, French-Russian Centre for Humanities and 
Social Sciences 
 
 For the Russians, the Arctic is a very sensitive issue, representing at the same time several 
challenges and some fears. Arctic was always considered as a strategic zone, with it oil, gas and non-
ferrous metal deposits. It was at the same time considered as a possible transport bridge, another way 
between Europe and Asia. But Russia always hesitated to open this area to a wide cooperation and it 
is still one of the major problems limiting investments and development. Can Moscow overcome its 
fears and open this region to wider international projects? This will be one of the tests for the 
modernization proposed by the new elites of the country. 
 

Jean Radvanyi  is a Geographer, specialized in geopolitics of Russia. Author of “La nouvelle 
Russie” (4è edition, Armand Colin 2010); co-author of “L’atlas du Monde diplomatique” Armand Colin 
2009. Professor at the Institut National des Langues orientales (INALCO)in Paris, he is actually the 
director of the French research centre for social sciences and humanities based in Moscow. 

 
 

The EU and the Arctic: a policy in the making? 
Adele Airoldi,  author of the Nordic Council of Ministers’ report on the EU and the 
Arctic 

 
For most of its history, the interaction of the EU with the Arctic has been sporadic and mainly 

un-intentional, reflecting a limited interest for Arctic issues. While a number of EU policies impacted on 
the region, the Arctic was definitely not a mainstream issue, although occasional pushes for greater 
attention came from Nordic Member States ( e.g. the “Arctic window” in the Northern Dimension) and 
from sections of the European Parliament. As for the rest of the world, though somewhat belatedly, the 
EU attention was triggered by the realization that climate change was creating in the Arctic new 
challenges and opportunities, but also had the potential to affect the geopolitical order in the region. In 
2008, the Commission submitted a communication on the Arctic, followed in 2009 by Council 
conclusions and in 2011 by a Parliament resolution. These three acts set the basis for an EU 
approach to the Arctic – although not yet for a fully-fledged Arctic policy – in that they state the main 
objectives and principles on which the EU action should be based and envisage action, internal to the 
EU and within regional and international fora, in the areas where the EU has most interests and 
capabilities (such as research, environment protection, maritime affairs, exploitation of living and 
mineral resources). There is now in the EU increased awareness of Arctic issues, and Arctic-relevant 
EU action has been stepped-up. However, there is a need for improved awareness and greater 
consistency, and for a clear internal EU structure, facilitating communication and information to and 
from Arctic actors. As very largely an outside actor, the EU faces the challenge of proving to Arctic 
States, including Arctic Member States, and to Arctic populations, that it can play a constructive and 
valuable role in the region - so far, some EU statements and actions have been, or been perceived as, 
insensitive when not damaging. Only thus can the EU gain full recognition in the Arctic region. 

 
Adele Airoldi  is a policy analyst with extensive experience of work inside the EU institutions 

(until 2004, official in the secretariat of the EU Council of Ministers, with successive responsibilities for 
research, energy, environment, health and consumer protection policies) as well as an academic and 
professional background of studying questions related to the Arctic region, including related EU 
policies (she holds a master degree in environmental studies and a M.Phil. in Polar Studies from 
Cambridge University and has pursued her interest in Arctic matters as the EU fellow at Harvard 
University). After retirement, she has cooperated on an ad hoc basis with Arctic actors (Greenland, 
Danish Polar center). She is the author of “The European Union and the Arctic-Policies and actions” 
(2008) and “The European Union and the Arctic – Main developments July 2008-July2010” (2010), 
commissioned by the Nordic Council of Ministers 
 
 


